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Analyst Date Price Target

Andrew Clayton 29th June 2020 $0.70/sh   from $0.55/sh

Outstanding Maiden Jaguar Resource of 517kt @ 1.08% Ni

Investment case

CTM has delivered an excellent maiden JORC resource increasing the 
grade and contained Ni metal by 38% and 58% respectively from the 
Vale estimate. This makes it a globally significant deposit and one of the 
higher grade undeveloped projects. With 80% of the global resource 
and 70% of the high grade subset within 200m of surface, a long life 
open pit followed by an underground operation appears the likely 
scenario. This will be fleshed out in a scoping study due in four months. 
Mineralisation remains open and new deposits, already identified by 
Vale require infill drilling. We have increased our valuation to $0.67/sh 
and Price Target to $0.70/sh by reducing the risk adjustment factor we 
applied for a potential 16-22kt pa development scenario. A 30% increase 
in price today is more than justified based on this result and we maintain 
our Spec Buy.

Key points
	y CTM has delivered an outstanding maiden resource estimate – well 

ahead of our target. Global resource of 517kt of Ni @ 1.08% Ni 
compares to Vale estimate of 315kt @ 0.78% Ni at a 0.5 % Ni cut off 
grade. This equates to a 38% increase in grade and a 58% increase in 
tonnes compared to the Vale estimate. 

	y Importantly, within the resource is a high grade portion of 321kt of Ni 
@ 1.56% Ni. Some 29% of the resource is in the Indicated category 
after CTM highly successful infill drill program predominantly at 
Jaguar Sth. Importantly, the continuity of high grade mineralisation 
question has now been answered. 

	y CTM used a 0.5% Ni cut off grade for the top 200m and a 1% Ni cut 
off grade for mineralisation below 200m.   

	y 80% of the global resource and 70% of the high grade portion is 
within 200m of the surface. This makes the potential economics 
very attractive as a shallow, high grade Ni sulphide development 
opportunity. 
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Disclaimer

This analyst declares that he has a beneficial 
interest in Centaurus Metals Ltd.

Centaurus Metals Ltd
(CTM $0.43) Speculative Buy
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	y The resource is outlined below 
 

	y Our target for the high grade subset was 10-15mt @ 1.5-2% Ni so CTM 
has well and truly beaten our forecast. 

	y The higher grade Indicates resource reflects the decision to target 
the infill at Jaguar Sth which as shown in the resource table below 
account for 32% of the total resource tonnes and 73% of the total 
Indicated resource tonnes. 

 

	y Scoping study is planned for late Sept/early Oct. 
	y Two Diamond rigs are continuing on infill and extensional drilling with 

further rigs to be mobilised in the Sept’Q to test deeper high grade 
underground targets and strike extensions of the known deposits. 
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Centaurus Metals Ltd
(CTM $0.43) Speculative Buy

Analysis 

This is an outstanding maiden JORC resource and well ahead of our 
expectations. CTM’s drilling has increased the grade and tonnes by 39% 
and 64% respectively and makes Jagaur a globally significant resource 
and one of the highest grade undeveloped projects globally. 

It compares very well to its domestic peers and we note that POS has 
three deposits that makes up its resource and is deep whilst WSA 
resource is over three deposits/project areas. 

Ticker Units MCR POS PAN WSA CTM Mean

Last Price A$/sh $ 0.78  $ 0.03  $ 0.08  $ 2.61  $ 0.43  

Market Cap A$m 339 69 168 714 126  

EV A$m 229 45 130 563 118  

        

Rsc - Ni Equ. Kt 196 446 287 922 568  

Res - Ni Equ. Kt 65 28 153 249 0  

        

EV:Rsc A$/t 1,169 102 453 611 208 508

EV:Res A$/t 3,508 1,602 853 2,258 na 2,055

What distinguishes CTM is the high grade, shallow mineralisation with 
70% of the high grade resource or ~ 225kt of Ni within the top 200m. 
None of its peer group has this type of shallow mineral endowment 
allowing for a medium/large scale open pit operation followed by a 
higher grade underground operation. 

Applying the mean EV/Rsc t implies a >$1.00/sh but we do recognise 
that WSA is in production and MCR is on the cusp of production but 
nevertheless it does show the potential for a re rating. 

We initially modelled a 1.5mpta scenario with a three year open pit 
operation at 1.4% Ni before transitioning to a higher grade underground 
operation with annual production of 16-22kt of Ni. We assumed a capital 
cost of US$150m and operating costs of A$6/lb payable to derive 
NPV10 of $480m. we risk adjusted this by 30% to calculate our $0.57/
sh valuation. 

There now appears to be scope for this 1.5mtpa to increase to 2mtpa or 
beyond if the resource justifies it. At the moment we are comfortable to 
leave our forecast unchanged as more will be known once the scoping 
study is complete but we reduce our risk adjustment factor to 35% 
to get our new valuation of $0.67/sh. We increase our Price Target to 
$0.70/sh to reflect the potential for further resource increase etc. 

Our revised valuation is outlined below 

Valuation A$m A$/sh.

(+) Jaguar Nickel  168 $  0.65 

 (+/-) Hedging 0 $     -   

 (-) Corporate -33 -$  0.13 

 (+) Exploration 30 $  0.12 

 (-) Debt 0 $     -   

 (+) Un paid Capital 0 $     -   

 (+) Cash 8 $  0.03 

 Valuation 173 $  0.67 

We maintain our Spec Buy on CTM. This is a terrific result and it looks 
like Jaguar is shaping up as a company maker. Whilst the ultimate size 
and scale of the project is unknown, a junior with >500kt of Ni at >1% is 
in an enviable position. 
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Copyright & Distribution

The material contained in this communication (and all attachments) is prepared 
for the exclusive use of clients of Euroz Securities Ltd (ACN 089 314 983) 
(“Euroz”) only. Euroz is the holder of an Australian Financial Services Licence 
(AFSL 243302) issued by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission 
(“ASIC”) and is a participant of the Australian Securities Exchange Group  
(“ASX Group”). 

The information contained herein is confidential and may be legally privileged. 
If you are not the intended recipient no confidentiality is lost nor privilege 
waived by your receipt of it. Please delete and destroy all copies, and contact 
Euroz on (+618) 9488 1400. You should not use, copy, disclose or distribute this 
information without the express written authority of Euroz.

Disclaimer & Disclosure

Euroz and its associates declare that they deal in securities as part of their 
securities business and consequently may have a relevant interest in the 
securities recommended herein (if any). This may include providing equity 
capital market services to their issuing company, hold a position in the securities, 
acting as principal or agent, or make a market therein and as such may effect 
transactions not consistent with the recommendation (if any) in this report.

Euroz declares that it may have acted as an underwriter, arranger, co-arranger or 
advisor in equity capital raisings, and will have received a fee for its services, for 
any company mentioned within this report during the last 12 months.

You should not act on any recommendation issued by Euroz without 
first consulting your investment advisor in order to ascertain whether the 
recommendation (if any) is appropriate, having regard to your investment 
objectives, financial situation and particular needs. Nothing in this report shall 
be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell a security, or to engage in or refrain 
from engaging in any transaction.

Euroz believes that the information and advice contained herein is correct at 
the time of compilation, however we make no representation or warranty that 
it is accurate, complete, reliable or up to date, nor do we accept any obligation 
to correct or update the opinions in it. The opinions expressed are subject to 
change without notice. No member of Euroz accepts any liability whatsoever 
for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from any use of this 
material.

We cannot guarantee that the integrity of this communication has been 
maintained, is free from errors, virus interception or interference.

Analyst Certification

We hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect 
our personal views about the subject company or companies and its or their 
securities. 

No part of our compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly, related to 
the specific recommendations or views expressed by the authoring analyst in 
this research. 
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